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EXACTMD.COM FEATURED IN LEADING DALLAS LIFESTYLE MAGAZINE  
Magazine continues promotion of ExactMD.com online solution to healthcare recruiting  

 
 
FRISCO, Texas – ExactMD.com, the innovative online healthcare recruiting solution, continues to garner recognition across the 
healthcare industry and the regional media as the platform was featured Friday by D Magazine – a leading lifestyle publication 
covering the Dallas Fort Worth Metroplex. The coverage comes as the site continues to position itself as a seamless digital tool for 
all career-seeking physicians as well as hospitals and hiring agencies alike.  
 
D Magazine published the sponsored blog post as part of the magazine’s Front Burner blog, which regularly updates readers on 
regional news and trends. With headquarters in nearby Frisco, Texas, ExactMD.com has now been covered by both D Magazine 
and The Dallas Business Journal since its launch in 2015.  
 
“The entire ExactMD.com team couldn’t be more pleased to see such immense positive feedback in the short time since we’ve 
launched,” said Steve Heath, founder and CEO of ExactMD.com. “We set out to create a better way to match the right physicians 
with the right opportunities, and our team is confident ExactMD.com has accomplished just that. We’re excited to continue evolving 
our platform and expanding upon our user base.”  
 
Since launching in 2015, the intuitive online service has quickly grown through building an immense platform of career-seeking 
physicians and the country’s leading hospitals and hiring agencies. Today, the website is pleased to offer nearly 27,000 active 
opportunities and has successfully matched more than 45,000 physicians in less than a year.  
 
ExactMD.com is provided free of charge to all career-seeking physicians as the platform has earned a reputation for quickly and 
seamless calculating exact matches inside its user-friendly interface. Meanwhile, the system provides physicians with a custom 
dashboard to organize prospective employers and build multiple search profiles with the single click of a button.   
 
Currently, ExactMD.com is utilized by CompHealth, Sutter Foundation, Arizona Pain Treatment Centers, The Delta Companies and 
more to swiftly and prudently seek out qualified candidates to fill staffs with ideal talent that fits specific position parameters. All 
ExactMD.com clients are provided the industry’s foremost recruiting tool complete with custom dashboards providing users the 
capability of easily organizing all matches into a single, intuitive interface.  
 
ExactMD.com was created and developed by Acculent, Inc. to better match physicians with their ideal opportunity while 
simultaneously providing a more efficient and effective process for hiring agencies to source interested, qualified and available 
talent. Through leveraging the non-linear, better results through better data, approach to healthcare staffing available at 
ExactMD.com, candidates and hiring professional can expect a better overall experience. 
 
For more information regarding the job matching software and to view tutorial videos, read user testimonials or sign up for an 
account, visit www.ExactMD.com.  
 
ABOUT ACCULENT, INC. 
Acculent, Inc. is an innovative staffing company based in Frisco, Texas and the founding company of ExactMD.com.  Acculent, Inc. 
is focused on providing innovative and intuitive solutions for professionals and hiring agencies through the use of technology. Follow 
ExactMD.com on LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook.  
  


